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The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published Draft NUREG-1022
Revision 3, "Event Reporting Guidelines: 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73" in the Federal
Register on October 13, 2011 (76 FR 63565). In the referenced Federal Register
Notice, the NRC solicited comments on the Draft NUREG by December 12,
2011. FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) has actively
participated in the industry task team sponsored by the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) throughout the process of drafting the proposed NUREG revision. FENOC
endorses the comments made by NEI on December 6, 2012, on behalf of the
nuclear industry.

FENOC would like to particularly stress the following points:

1. Changes to the Section 3.2.7, "Event or Condition that Could Have
Prevented Fulfillment of a Safety Function," are significant and directly
conflict with the original intention of the associated rules.

This comment is most applicable to the recognized change to the scope
of systems, structures and components (SSCs) covered by the rule.
The proposed NUREG-1022 Revision 3 changes the scope from those
structures, systems, or components (SSCs) credited by the plant's
accident analyses in fulfilling the safety functions listed in
10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(vi) and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(vi) to SSCs contained
within Technical Specifications. Changing the guidance for these rules
is not the proper process for effecting changes of this magnitude. If
NRC believes that these rules, as they currently exist, are in need of
this type of change, the appropriate manner for making such changes is
to pursue rulemaking.

Furthermore, changing the guidance without changing the rule itself will
only lead to further confusion. Without a change to the rule, the
potential remains for users to continue to refer back to the explanations
in the Statements of Consideration. In many places, those explanations
will conflict with the guidance in the revised NUREG. Therefore, the
potential will still exist that events will not be reported as currently
intended by NRC.

2. A draft regulatory analysis [ADAMS Accession No. MLI 11116A1 68] was
issued to accompany the proposed draft Revision 3 of NUREG-1 022.
The changes to Section 3.2.7 with respect to the SSCs within scope
and equating loss of safety function to INOPERABILITY as defined in
Technical Specifications will significantly increase the number of events
being reported. The draft regulatory analysis attempts to estimate the
impact of the addition of a very limited sample of SSCs that will be
incorporated into the reporting requirements under the new guidance,
but it significantly underestimates this impact in that it does not bound
the SSCs or conditions that will be affected. In light of the uncertainties



and lack of clarity with respect to some of the guidance (as pointed out
by the NEI comments), it is impossible to estimate the impact with any
accuracy. Recent LERs from a few sites have been reviewed and the
number of reports that will be made under this criterion is expected to
approximately double. In addition, it is expected that many of these
additional LERs will discuss systems that are not credited in the
accident analysis and will be able to perform their intended function.

3. One specific example that introduces a large uncertainty in the impact
of the change of the guidance is the removal of the current language
from Section 3.2.7 that states that "[i]n determining the reportability of
an event or condition that affects a system, it is not necessary to
assume an additional random single failure in that system." That
deletion itself introduces enough uncertainty to make an accurate
impact assessment in the regulatory analysis virtually impossible.
Additionally, the deletion of this sentence will lead to regulatory
uncertainty; therefore, it should be retained.

4. Section 2.2, "Differences in Tense between 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73"
require an Emergency Notification System (ENS) notification under the
10 CFR 50.72 criteria even if the discovered condition no longer exists.
Given that the primary purposes for ENS notifications are to allow NRC
to determine whether immediate response is needed to ongoing events
and to keep stakeholders apprised of emerging events, its questionable
why this guidance is needed as it does not accomplish either of those
purposes. The guidance also has the unintended consequence of
diverting both plant staff and NRC resources to a past issue with no
current safety consequences.

Additionally, it should be considered that, since these ENS notifications
are accessible to the general public, making these calls for events or
conditions that no longer exist could have an unintended effect of
misleading or confusing public stakeholders into believing that the
plants are in degraded conditions at the time of the call.

5. Section 5.1.8, "10 CFR Part 21 Reports", has been deleted in its entirety.
This section provided guidance consistent with the regulations and
supporting statements of consideration. The proposed deletion of this
section will create a vacuum of guidance. Reporting and evaluation under
10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 bounds the criteria used to evaluate
items under 10 CFR 21.

10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 contain comparable
reporting requirements. Furthermore, all defects are addressed within the
10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 reporting criteria and are consistent with
the Atomic Energy Act which requires the Commission to promulgate



reporting requirements for conditions that represent substantial safety
hazards.

Existing NRC requirements in 10 CFR 21 accurately and effectively
implement the requirements of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
("ERA"). This topic is explicitly addressed in the regulatory history of the
10 CFR 21 rule. The Statements of Consideration associated with the
1991 revisions to 10 CFR Part 21 contain a detailed explanation of the
10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 reporting requirements.
In that discussion, NRC compared the reporting requirements in
10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73, and discussed how
these provisions implement the requirements of the ERA for installed
equipment. While the terminology in 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73
may be different in that "events" are reported, some of these events are
based on what can be considered to be equipment "defects." As a result,
"defects" are still reported under 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73. This
forms the basis for the 10 CFR 21 rule change in 1991.

The industry believes the reporting requirements under 10 CFR 50.72 and
10 CFR 50.73 are comparable to 10 CFR 21 as discussed in the Federal
Register associated with the 1991 Rule change. If NRC believes that
there may be conditions reportable under 10 CFR 21 and not
10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 for installed components, then a clear
discussion with examples highlighting those conditions is needed so that
industry and NRC both clearly understand where any potential
discrepancies exist.

6. With the issuance of the final NUREG-1022 Revision 3, NRC should
consider providing detailed guidance regarding how reportability should
be handled for events or conditions that may have occurred up to 3
years prior to the effective date of the issuance. This guidance is likely
necessary to avoid unintended impacts that would require 10 CFR 50.72
notifications and/or 10 CFR 50.73 reports for events or conditions that
were previously correctly determined to not be reportable under the
existing guidance. For instance, the implementation guidance should
clearly indicate that NUREG-1022 Revision 3 is effective in a forward-
looking manner and that there is no need to reassess past events or
conditions under the new guidelines.

In addition to the issues addressed by NEI, FENOC submits two additional
comments.

NUREG-1022, Revision 3, Section 3.2.6, "System Actuation," should be
clarified to indicate that reporting of system actuations of emergency service
water (ESW) systems that do not normally run, and serve as ultimate heat



sinks is only required for those ESW systems which are specified in the plant's
accident analysis or included in Technical Specifications.

An example of a non-Technical Specification ESW system is the Beaver Valley
Power Station (BVPS), Unit 2 ESW system which has an automatic start feature
for the purpose of improving plant reliability. The BVPS Unit 2 ESW system is a
non-safety related system which automatically starts on low service water header
pressure which is an expected result following the loss of one of the two normally
running safety related service water pumps. This design feature improves station
reliability by maintaining sufficient service water system flow to prevent a unit trip.

When 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv)(B)(9) was added to the list of reportable system
actuations in 2000, the Statements of Consideration published in 65FR63769
indicated that the information was needed to support the NRC staff's equipment
reliability estimates and that the list of systems listed in 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv)(B)
provides for consistent reporting of actuations for these highly risk-significant
systems. It is believed that the intent of this reporting creation was to obtain data
on actuations of plants which have safety related service water systems which
are in standby (not normally running) and that these types of systems would
meet the criteria for being specified in the plant technical specifications. This
was reasonable, however as written, the wording also encompasses actuations
of the BVPS Unit 2 emergency service water system, which is a non safety-
related system and has an automatic start feature designed to improve station
reliability. The requested clarification provides a standard measure which will
result in more consistent reporting of safety related ESW system actuations to
the NRC.

NUREG-1 022, Revision 3, Section 3.2.7, "Event or Condition that Could Have
Prevented Fulfillment of a Safety Function," should also be revised to exclude the
trip of a manual system, if the system is promptly restarted. In this case, there is
no loss of function that contributes to a reduction of safety significance; therefore,
it should not be reportable as an event or condition that could have prevented
fulfillment of a safety function. An example of this is decay heat removal, which
at many sites is a manual system. If one train trips, and decay heat removal is
promptly restored, it should not be considered to be a "loss" of a safety function.

FENOC appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed revised
NUREG. If you have questions regarding our comments, please contact Robin
Ritzman at 330-436-1484.


